
 

Panasonic UK Promotion for Installers/re-sellers of RAC systems 

purchased from Diamond Air 

Purchase a relevant number of RAC systems from Diamond Air and receive a 
Panasonic Gift*  

* The promotion is subject to a promotional limit and is only available while stocks last. 

 

Promotion Period: 05:00 on the 21 April 2021 to 23:59 on 18 June 2021. 

 

1. The Panasonic UK/Diamond Air Promotion for Installers of RAC systems (hereafter referred to 
as the “Promotion”) is promoted by Panasonic UK, a branch of Panasonic Marketing Europe 
GmbH. 

2. The Promotion is available for installers or resellers of RAC systems acting as either a sole trader 
or a company in the UK, aged 18 or over and who have purchased a relevant product from 
Diamond Air. 

3. You must purchase and take delivery of at least three (3) new (not second hand) Qualifying 
Products in the United Kingdom to be eligible for the Promotion. These Qualifying Products 
must be purchased from Diamond Air during the Promotion Period. Claims relating to products 
purchased or delivered before or after this Promotion Period will be deemed invalid. 

4. You may purchase more than three (3) RAC systems and there is no limit on purchases that can 
be made during the Promotion Period.  

5. During the Promotion Period, you can purchase any number of RAC systems from Diamond Air. 
Each RAC system purchased from Diamond Air will equate to an eligible purchase for the 
purposes of the Promotion. Each eligible purchase will contribute to your ability to claim one 
of the below promotional gifts (the “Gift or Gifts”). You shall be entitled to choose which level 
you claim at provided you meet the eligibility requirements set out in the full terms and 
conditions. 

6. The Gift shall be chosen by you in line with clauses 6.1 to 6.3 of the full terms and conditions. 
7. Please allow at 35 days from the date of delivery to receive the Gift. Due the current situation 

surrounding COVID-19 the delivery of the Gift may be delayed but the Promotor will endeavour 
to supply the Gift as soon as possible. 

8. Gifts shall only be available while promotional stock last and any purchases made after stocks 
have ended will no longer be eligible for a Gift. 

9. You shall be responsible for paying all applicable taxes as relevant under this Promotion. For 
full information see the full terms and conditions. 

For further information please see full terms and conditions. 

 

 
 
 


